A “Walk in the Park”
Wangaratta Regional Conference 2015

“Combined Presentation”
Research By
Burnt out old local surveyor, in conjunction with bright young surveyor Paul Reidy OSG
A big thank you to Paul and the Office of Surveyor General for their time and generous use of their
records for this presentation. Sorry that Paul could not be here today.
Surveying – said by those that ‘don’t know a thing about cadastral law” – is as simple as “ABC”
Today – we go a little bit further “A –B-C-D-E-F”
Six sites – six different and unique crown land – freehold land – interface - cadastral issues
Enjoy the walk around wonderful Wangaratta
Learn and be challenged by the issues raised today
Lunch and FPET points await those who complete the walk, and “walk the talk”.
And we pay our respects to the surveyors – past and present – who have contributed to the
information presented today.
Rob Steel – local surveyor
Paul Reidy OSG – in absentia

Another aussie and local icon – in good hands!
They live in our rivers too!

Issue “A”
A few old creeks and flood runners shown on the Parish Plan. Not alienated, therefore it is crown
land.
The land is now surrounded by, and thus within, the area protected by a flood levee bank
constructed in the early 1980’s, issues associated with this levee, Issue “F” will finish the walk.
No longer a creek or flood runner, inside the levee, but may also serve as the natural drainage in the
area. Even now you will find a sump and pump at the downstream levee end of this crown land.
Note nearby new church – Great Alpine Road Corner – with former Hume Highway – Parfitt Road
built over the creek which was either - legally/illegally filled in.
How do you re-establish the dimensions and boundary??
Bush common sense versus old OSG plans etc
Discuss

Might be obvious
Might have been filled in

Filling it in
Boundary does not change!!

Issue B:
Painters Island Caravan Park – crown reserve issues – illustrates river frontage issues
A great site, right opposite where the Friday night function was to be held.
Note the 2 courses of the Ovens River and that the Permanent Reservation ( discuss permanent and
temporary reservation) includes the permanent reserve along the river/rivers. (Crown Land Reserves
Act).
It would appear that then,,, the major river course was around the island.
See Extract from Parish Plan – W69

Now, quite clearly the river follows the second course or a derivative of that course….

A Committee of Management – was appointed – many years ago – Crown Land Reserves Act.
The COM managed the caravan park, they did not realise that they were also responsible, at that
time, for managing the south side of the river as well.
Now the issue of the 1881 permanent reservations,,,,, look at the plan in this area, old town, it
applies here and there, beware. See Issue “C”.

Issue C:
The good old “where does my title end” question?
Something every surveyor should dread!
This has similarities to the question “does this dress make me look fat??”
Beware of the answer given.
Even more important if a Council is planning major investment in a riverside precinct to stimulate
economic activity, …. Cappuccinos, Café Lattes, Flat Whites and the morning tea, meet and greet,
lunch, or even an odd function or conference.
Wanted was a river walk, southbank type promenade,,,, what’s crown land and what’s freehold.
What needs to be acquired ?
Need to see the detail in the “margin” on this plan and old titles.
Considerable case history at OSG in regards this area and work by local surveyors.
What was alienated, where did the titles end, where did the owners think their titles ended??
Where there Old Law Titles? – Dimensions subject to survey
Is the Water Act of 1905 – relevant
Has the river bank changed???

Ovens River abuttal – pretty simple??

What was the boundary??? 12.12 metres more than shown by dimension???
Ovens River??

Issue D:
Similar issues to Issue C, same answer or a different answer – what’s different??
Land overlooking a river, or a beautiful park.
Always has been and always will be prime real estate….
Very early alienation of titles, appear to go the edge of the river.
But a very very steep bank, what was intended???
Were the boundaries that steep originally, or have these been filled?
Note the location of the old bridge,,, how practically did that grade up to street level????

OSG determinations from case history??
Aside – public baths – up to 1940’s and 1950’s, segregated – male and female areas….

Field Notes 1857 or earlier - a game changer!!

Issue E:
The course of the King River??

There is little or no evidence of the “old course of the river” shown.
The new flood levee is south east of that and the current course is south east of that again,
somewhere near the question marks. “??”

Rivers move, by natural or man made events.
(I understand that my great grandfather cut a course, perhaps, the current course with
horses and scoops in the early 1900’s, - but floods may have changed that again.)

Rear of Properties in Ely Street

But the Cert. of Adjustment was not applied to all existing titles, thus the issue is
perpetuated today!
Message for young (and old) surveyors, be very careful with river boundaries, do your research, look
for the practical signs on the ground,,,, things are not always what they seem.

Issue F:
Issue “F” being the actual levee banks in Wilson Road, Parfitt Road etc that now keep the regular
winter and spring floods at bay for local residents. Freehold land was acquired in the late 1970’s by
the then SR&WSC / Rural Water Commission of Victoria. The freehold titles for that land are still in
the name of Rural Water Commission of Victoria.

But now on the ground there are features associated with the abutting development

There is a major building encroachment by the former Sams Wharehouse, now Bly Sky Camping and
Spotlight, in that Parfitt Road, “Supercheap” shopping plaza.
SR&WSC / Rural Water Commission of Victoria do not exist, new rural water authorities like
Goulburn Murray Water took over “some” of their property, roles and responsibilities, but not all.
See various government gazettes that detail what was transferred,
The levee banks are included in the “not all” category. So who owns it now and who is responsible
for managing it???
There has been considerable encroachment by some adjoining owners onto that SR&WSC / RWC
Levee land. All sorts of legal issues involved in dealing with it.
Land was acquired to provide access along the inside of the levee in flood emergencies.
What happens if those encroachments impede that emergency access and property or lives are
lost?? AH……Good old Slater and Gordon.
Do the owners believe that they may be accruing rights of adverse possession????
Some answers:
The SR&WSC / RWC do not exist but the intent of the legislation and wording of gazettes is that the
assets and responsibilities that were not transferred, remain with and “vest in” the Secretary of the
then DSE, as a legal body corporate.
I looked at resolving that at one time by doing a “2 lot boundary re-alignment” of the land. Ie use the
Subdivision Act to resolve the freehold issues. Sounds simple, and sounds right!
I proposed that the Secretary of DSE could sign the “Form 1” and give consent to the subdivision and
transfer. Just like simple two lot boundary re-alignments between neighbours!!

After months of consideration the then DSE legal section told me that it could not occur.

The legislation effectively had the “Secretary of DSE” as owner. But the same legislation did not give
him the power to do anything with it but “surrender it” to the crown.
To surrender there must be a purpose and reason for the surrender and the crown accepting it.
The crown usually wants someone else to take over and manage the land under the provisions of
say, “The Crown Land Reserves Act 1978”..
But who wants to take over the responsibilities of managing a flood levee bank??
No-one yet!
So, freehold land has to be surrendered to the crown, be re-alienated in a different form.
Thus, using the Land Act in a very convoluted way, to effect a boundary re-alignment.

A little gem! And an issue still not resolved today!!
By now we should have finished the 1 ½ half walk around wonderful Wangaratta.
We will have started on the footbridge at the end of Ovens Street “B” & “C” experienced the beauty
of Merriwa park, seen the flood levees and arrived back at Apex park ready for lunch or an early
departure elsewhere.
By now, even the hardy drinkers should have sobered up after the Saturday night function..
Hopefully some of the walkers should have learnt or been reminded of some interesting crown land
and river frontage examples.

The Conference is now finished!!!
Enjoy lunch and travel home safely, thank you for supporting IS Vic, your Institution!
Rob Steel
Conference Convenor.

